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High Power Microwave Diagnostic for the Fusion Energy Experiment

ITER
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Abstract—Microwave diagnostics will play an increasingly important role in burning plasma fusion energy experiments like ITER and beyond. The Collective Thomson Scattering (CTS) diagnostic to be installed at ITER is an example of such a diagnostic with great potential in present and future experiments. The ITER CTS diagnostic will inject a 1 MW 60 GHz gyrotron beam into the ITER plasma and observe the scattering off fluctuations in the plasma – to monitor the dynamics of the fast ions generated in the fusion reactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The international fusion energy experiment ITER encompasses a range of diagnostics for optimizing the operation and measuring the performance of the machine. The full diagnostic suite is based on diagnostic systems that have been tested and used on smaller existing experiments. They are now being implemented in new incarnations adapted to an environment with intense neutron and gamma radiation not previously experienced in thermonuclear fusion experiments. The neutrons are born at energies of 14 MeV, and the power load on the vacuum vessel walls may exceed 1 MW/m\textsuperscript{2}. The diagnostic system designs are also being prepared for the future burning plasma fusion reactors. Microwave diagnostics in general are among the few types of diagnostics that will be appropriate for fusion power plants [1, 2], and thus the development of these for ITER carry a particular importance. The Collective Thomson Scattering (CTS) diagnostic [3] is such a microwave based system that enables measurements of the ion velocity distribution function – both temporally (~100 ms) and spatially (~20-50 cm) resolved – in ITER.

The principle of the CTS diagnostic is that a quasi-optical mirror captures part of the radiation that is scattered due to the interaction between an injected powerful source beam (typically a gyrotron in the 100 GHz and 100s kW range) and microscopic fluctuations in the plasma. These microscopic fluctuations are mainly caused by the dynamics of the ions in the plasma, and thus one may deduce a 1D projection of the ion velocity distribution function. From this, one may potentially obtain measurements of the bulk ion temperature, bulk ion rotation, bulk ion fuel composition, and the fast ion velocity distribution [4, 5, 6]. In ITER the primary role of the CTS diagnostic is measurements of the 1D velocity distribution of the fusion born alpha particles. This is an essential physics measurement on ITER – being the first real alpha producing fusion experiment.

II. RESULTS

The design of the ITER CTS diagnostic is an elaborate process due to the many restrictions, boundary conditions, and requirements given by the nature of ITER as a nuclear facility. The design steps are prescribed and requirements for documentation of each design step are elaborate. This is a consequence of the challenging integration of the many ITER systems that mutually affect each other; not only between different diagnostic systems but not the least between diagnostics and other ITER systems or components. The boundary conditions do also affect some essential design decisions of the CTS diagnostic.

The integration of diagnostic and heating systems in ITER has been standardized by the introduction of drawers in port-plugs. This facilitates the enormously elaborate integration process for the many systems. The CTS diagnostic has been allocated to a full drawer (approximately 0.5 m wide, 2 m tall and 2.5 m long) in the port-plug in equatorial port #12 of ITER (the drawer and the port-plug is presented in Fig. 1). The sole occupancy of the drawer gives the advantage of more spatial freedom in the design process. However, being a microwave diagnostic operating at 60 GHz and 1 MW of injected gyrotron power, even this allocated space sets many design restrictions, due to the required size of e.g. the mirrors.

**Fig. 1.** CAD (CATIA) drawing showing the design of the beam paths in the ITER vacuum vessel port-plug #12. The orange waveguide passes the 1 MW gyrotron beam from the back of the port-plug to the front mirror facing the plasma (see text). The purple waveguides pass the receiver signals from the plasma facing mirrors to the end of the port-plug (see text).
A general challenge for any tokamak based system is the connection between the vacuum in-vessel and atmospheric pressure ex-vessel parts of the system. This accounts for e.g. electrical, optical, and quasi-optical connections. The port-plug is closed and sealed by a port-plug closure plate, and all connections have to be located onto this with space allocations for installation and maintenance (See Fig. 2). This has posed particular challenges on the number of quasi-optical lines of the CTS diagnostic that can be fed through. The optimal solution that was identified and developed included three large diameter vacuum windows (largest standard components – 160 mm diameter clear aperture). Through each of these, three quasi-optical paths are focused by a set of two in-vessel and two ex-vessel mirrors per path coupling from the in-vessel waveguides to the ex-vessel waveguides. This limits the number of quasi-optical path lines to nine excluding the path of the probing gyrotron beam that has a completely separate path. The nine paths have to be shared between the receiver signals and all auxiliary lines. The latter includes possible calibration and microwave monitoring systems.

In Fig. 1 we show the high power gyrotron launcher waveguide in orange. The path of the gyrotron beam is separated from the paths of the receiver lines in order not to have any stray light directly in the port plug. The gyrotron beam is transmitted via four in-vessel mitre bends before it aims at the launcher mirror that directs and focuses the launcher beam into the tokamak vessel. The powerful gyrotron beam is not absorbed in the plasma (due to the deliberate choice of frequency) and the interaction between the beam and the plasma induces scattered radiation that is picked up by a number of receiver beams. The receiver beams (shown in blue in Fig. 1) are defined by a common plasma facing mirror and a series of individual mirrors (one for each beam) focusing the respective beam into the receiver waveguides shown in purple. The two-mirror in-vessel coupling units are shown at the back near the closure plate.

The ex-vessel transmission of the receiver signals is about 80 m to the neighboring diagnostic building, where cubicles are reserved for microwave radiometers to treat the received signals. Generally, the expected power level of the interesting parts of the scattered spectrum is in the order of nW, while the power level of the injected gyrotron power is in the order of 1 MW. This poses a challenge for the analysis of the CTS signals, but this is mastered in present day experiments.

The transmission of 1 MW of gyrotron power from the gyrotron and into ITER is a particular challenge. As for the electron cyclotron heating gyrotrons for ITER, there will be a transmission loss in the 100+ m transmission line from the gyrotron to the ITER vessel. This will amount to about 100-150 kW. However, the particular challenge for the ITER CTS gyrotron is that the standard ITER magnetic field matches the fundamental resonance for the gyrotron frequency in the middle of the port-plug. Hence, some attention should be devoted to the issue of risk of arcing, breakdown and plasma generation in the transmission line in the port-plug. Dedicated mock-up experiments are planned and possible mitigation actions are being investigated.

Presently the diagnostic design has passed the System Level Design and is progressing well towards a design that will be evaluated in terms of port integration (see Fig. 1), neutronics calculations, and diagnostic performance. The provisional expectations for the diagnostic performance will be presented for a system with the before-mentioned 1 MW 60 GHz gyrotron and seven lines of receiver views.

III. SUMMARY

The contribution describes the current state of the design of the CTS diagnostic system to be installed at the ITER fusion energy experiment. The CTS diagnostic will be key to the measurement of dynamics of the fusion born alpha particles.
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